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Digital Surveillance
and Monitoring System
for Fine Homes

We live in an era where surveillance equipment has
entered the mainstream as a necessary tool to ensure
the safety and peace of mind of homeowners.

Our quickly-evolving dependency on such protection,
particularly on video surveillance, has resulted in
sometimes slipshod designs consisting of makeshift PC’s
linked to poor resolution cameras which may not fully
scan and cover a required field.  Raw systems such as
these create a false sense of security and increase the
likelihood of breakdown or disruption. Often, their
inadequacy is discovered after the fact.

Where optimal performance and high standards of
installation are required, netraynetraynetraynetraynetray offers a timely
alternative to those risky, hobbled-together and
unreliable ‘systems’.  Our forward-looking and
professionally engineered designs can monitor any
location in the world in real-time.  Digitally recorded
images can be sent via e-mail and viewed as stills or
short videos.

Installed by Bri-Tech, a top-ranked provider of advanced
security and communications systems for over 12 years,
our engineers can design a netraynetraynetraynetraynetray Digital
Surveillance System for your home, which will meet your
every need.  Call us for a consultation.

Other Unique Features Include:

Connect existing or Netray
high resolution cameras
Based on a rock solid UNIX
operating system
Panels can be networked with
fiber to keep bandwidth off of
enterprise network
Built-in standby power
Scheduled data harvesting
allows archiving without
impacting network performance
Floor Plan GUI makes picking a
camera for viewing from any
internet connection easy
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VVVVViewer iewer iewer iewer iewer software lets you see
cameras from a remote location
(broadband internet connection
required)



Steel Enclosure with integral wire management and flexible
module mounting system

Digital Multiplex and Recording Module

Web Cam Module - Allows viewing of site cameras on any
networked computer and over the internet via a password
protected web page.

Cable Management - keeps wiring neat and organized

Power and Control Flex Rail - a universal mounting rail for
relays, power supplies and terminal connections

Uninterruptable Power Supply - for power spike protection
and emergency, and safe power down

Main Power Transformer

Incoming Power Block - 110VAC

OPTIONAL
100MPS - 8 Port LAN Switch -Manages data communication between computers
and the internet connection

Denotes item is expandable (additional modules and enclosure may be required)
Diagram is for information purposes only – Actual components and their
locations may vary depending on project.
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Pre-Engineered Controllers
AS-NR16320   16 Camera/320G
AS-NR16320DVD   16 Camera/320G/DVD
AS-NR9160     9 Camera/160G
AS-NR4160     4 Camera/160G

Storage up to 30 days (depending on activity)

Power Req: 120VAC 10A
Dimensions: WxHxD:  24.5 x 40.5 x 6.5
May be recessed 3” in wall
Controls may be rack mounted in lieu of enclosure (remote
power supply required)

Cameras

NRNRNRNRNR-IDC-IDC-IDC-IDC-IDC
Netray Interior/exterior Dome Camera,
Fixed Dome Housing, High Resolution,
Flush Ceiling Mount, Verifocal

NRNRNRNRNR-EFC48-EFC48-EFC48-EFC48-EFC48
Netray Bullet Fixed Mount with Night
Vision 48 LED

NRNRNRNRNR-EFC18-EFC18-EFC18-EFC18-EFC18
Netray Bullet Fixed Mount with Night
Vision 18 LED

NRNRNRNRNR-EDCM-EDCM-EDCM-EDCM-EDCM
Netray Economy Camera - Dome Style -
Standard Resolution Color Camera

NRNRNRNRNR-ECM-ECM-ECM-ECM-ECM (not shown)

Netray Economy Camera - Cigar Style -
Standard Resolution Color Camera


